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The United States Air Force does not go to war as a team. This is experienced by Airmen, and recognized by leadership. Accordingly, an evolution of the AEF construct, called "AEF Next," is in development. The AEF Next construct addresses the issues of force presentation, teaming, and deployment-to-dwell ratios for the entire Air Force. In the Security Forces career field, these issues are particularly evident. Security Forces currently deploy as individuals or squads. Those squads are not cohesive teams, and often are built from several bases. The Air Force solution is the Air Power Team, formed of unit-sized UTCs from a few aligned bases. These teams are capability based, and present the Air Force in a manner recognizable to the joint force. Though the Security Forces career field deploys more Airmen than any other career field, it will not fit the construct exactly. The purpose of this paper is to propose a way for the Security Forces to meet the intent of AEF Next.
AEF NEXT: WHAT IS NEXT FOR SECURITY FORCES
Air Force deployments are hard to understand, hard to sell, and hard to sustain.
Currently the Air Force deploys Airmen using the AEF construct. Airmen are assigned to teams called Unit Type Codes (UTCs). The UTCs are deployed to join other UTCs to form an Expeditionary Squadron at a deployed location. That squadron works for an Expeditionary Group, and an Expeditionary Wing, in a Combatant Commander's AOR.
The number of Airmen in a UTC varies from one to over three hundred. This depends Unfortunately, the current AEF system is hard to understand by our Airmen, and hard to articulate to our Joint peers. It is also devoid of a team concept in the support fields. Individuals and small teams from a squadron are centrally tasked, sent to separate training events, and then deployed to different bases to join other individuals and small teams.
Fortunately, the Air Force has developed the AEF Next construct which will attempt to address some shortcomings of the current AEF. AEF Next provides improvements over the current process in three major areas. First, AEF Next adjusts the current force presentation to work seamlessly with the joint community by building BCTor MEU-like teams called Air Power Teams. Air Power Teams are capability based packages, and are easy to describe and present to the Combatant Command.
1 Second, AEF Next addresses the idea of "teaming" within the force. Deploying aircraft squadrons
are not currently teamed with the support required to enable air operations other than maintenance support. At the individual level, the support is comprised of Airmen from all over the Air Force. One Expeditionary Squadron in a combat zone could be comprised of Airmen from over 50 bases. 2 AEF Next will use larger UTCs from fewer bases to build Air Power Teams. As directed by the Air Force Chief of Staff, some squadron leadership will train and deploy with these larger UTCs, requiring leader involvement throughout the entire process. 3 Third, with the recent reduction in requirements since the OIF drawdown, the Air Force can regulate deployment frequency for the entire force by assigning unit-like UTCs to Air Power Teams. Air Power Teams in the AEF Next construct are expected to transition from light activity (at 1:5 dwell), to major contingencies (at 1:2 dwell) without restructuring the process. 4 If required by the Secretary of Defense, the Air Force can surge to 1:1 dwell with 270-day tour lengths for
APTs.
This paper describes the current Security Forces operating environment which will inform the reader of what shortcomings the current system has. It follows with a discussion of how the AEF Next construct addresses for the majority of the Air Force the three areas needing improvement. Finally, it proposes a method by which Security Forces can evolve from the current operating construct to conform as close as possible to the AEF Next construct.
The Current Environment
The following description of the environment in which the Security Forces operate illustrates how the current garrison organization is not flexible enough to allow team integrity throughout an individual Airman's assignment. This is complicated by the deployment cycles. It will also illustrate how ad hoc the system is when an Airman's UTC is tasked to deploy. The United States Air Force Security Forces are directly tasked to defend airbases in any environment. In garrison, the size of the unit is influenced by several factors. The Protection Level of the resources assigned to an Air Force Base determines minimum posting requirements. The number of Protection Level resources will determine the size and number of restricted areas to be secured and therefore affect the size of the security force. The size and population of the installation itself and the operating environment in which the installation is located will also affect the size of the Security Forces squadron.
The typical Security Forces unit has from 2 to 9 officers, each in "one-deep"
positions. The unit strength varies from 50 to over 400 Airmen, depending on the garrison missions. The organization, strength, and capabilities are primarily focused on in-garrison duties. Generally, bases on which Law Enforcement is the primary mission or bases with a small land area (e.g., pilot training bases) will require a small Security Forces squadron (50-125 Airmen). Bases with Protection Level 3 resources (e.g., fighter bases) will generally require a medium (126-230 Airmen) Security Forces squadron.
Very large bases (e.g., Eglin AFB), or installations housing Protection Level 1 or 2 resources (some bomber bases), will require the largest squadrons (231+ Airmen). 5 The be assigned to a new flight within the Expeditionary Security Forces squadron where he will go through localized training and certification, similar to the process he went through when he arrived at home station. However, at deployed locations this is done as quickly as possible, as is "teaming." In some cases, the first time an Airman meets his deployed teammates is on patrol during his first shift of duty. Unfortunately, the Expeditionary Security Forces squadron will go through several AEF rotations like this in a year, perpetuating the lack of cohesiveness and effectiveness. After six months in theater, the Airman will re-deploy to his home station.
The frequency of deployment is determined by the "tempo band" in which the Airman is assigned. Security Forces Airmen are in Band E, which is a 1:1 dwell ratio. 9 In this band, Security Forces are training or deploying more than they are at home with the current standard of six-month deployments. In some cases the home station support mission enables a global capability, in which case the Agile Combat Support Airmen are non-deployable, or "deployed-inplace". 13 For example, a Security Forces squadron at a base in the United States is considered deployed-in-place if it enables a nuclear mission. Those Airmen will comprise part of an Agile Combat Support APT supporting a Strike APT, but will not be available for forward deployment. Though the UTC is still the building block used to deploy Airmen, in the AEF Next construct each AEF will draw UTCs from fewer bases. This grouping of UTCs supports the teaming concept envisioned by the Chief of Staff. Additionally, the APTs will be aligned with the Global Force Management cycle in a 1:2 dwell using six month deployments and twelve months at home station.
Security Forces Next
Having described the current Security Forces operating environment and how the AEF Next construct will improve force presentation and generation as a whole, the remainder of this paper will propose how the Security Forces career field can evolve to accommodate the AEF Next construct. The proposal focuses on the issues the AEF Next has addressed: force presentation, teaming, and dwell time.
Force presentation is at the root of the problem for Security Forces. Though there are several UTCs with different sizes and capabilities, Security Forces currently use the 13-man squad UTC as the basic building block for the Expeditionary Security Forces squadrons. This squad often exists only on paper, and is pulled together from across the home station squadron, sometimes from across several Security Forces squadrons.
In these cases, there is no teaming until the squad gets to the Regional Training Center (sometimes less than a month prior to deployment), and no continuity of leadership throughout the process.
AEF Next attempts to solve these problems by building Expeditionary Security
Forces squadrons using fewer bases as the UTC sources. Currently, a 600-person Expeditionary Security Forces squadron can draw from over 50 home station squadrons. Teaming bases together and pulling UTCs from fewer bases may help improve the dwell ratio, but it does not solve the force presentation, or the teaming, problem. Without significant change, the squad will still be the basic building block, and there will be little teaming with leadership throughout the process.
The Security Forces career field needs to evolve its organizational concept, as Typically, the 820th BDG operates similar to a flying Operations Group. At any given time, one squadron will be conducting mission-focused preparation for the next deployment. The training plan is overseen and supported by the Combat Operations Squadron. A second squadron is already deployed to the contingency, whether that is in a combat zone or some other operational environment. That unit will be on mission for a six-month cycle, unless re-missioned. The third squadron will have just redeployed from the last mission, and will begin to rest and refit. This phase allows for specialty training, PME, PCS, and assignment and training of new members.
The 820th Base Defense Group and its subordinate squadrons have been operating similar to the AEF Next construct for years. The issues addressed by the evolution of the AEF are answered. First, the concept presents a recognizable entity to the Joint community. Each squadron provides a consistent capability. Second, unit integrity enables teaming and cohesion during the mission and during dwell. Finally, the structure is sustainable in a 1:2 deploy-to-dwell ratio. This cycle describes the 1:2 dwell that AEF Next requires. A lower dwell means more Security Forces Airmen available to the home station commander, and that additional security measures can be executed.
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Depending on departure time for the outgoing flight, the transfer may be done in less than a week. The second major area of change is cognitive. Wing Commanders will have to accept additional risk to base security. Current deployment levels have driven ingarrison Security Forces to work non-standard duty hours in order to meet minimum manning. Because an entire flight deploys together, the proposal does not improve this condition unless the dwell is better than 1:3. Security Forces are experiencing some relief in dwell since the end of OIF, with the number of deployed Security Forces Airmen dropping from over 4500 to just over 2600. 22 Though there are no guarantees that requirements will remain at this level or lower, a 1:3 dwell is a reasonable assumption for steady-state. To make this risk acceptance possible, the Air Force must accept Security Forces structure beyond the minimum required for garrison security. An
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Additionally, external customers will have to accept less responsive products and services from the Security Forces squadron's smaller staff. Some non-essential services that are traditionally provided by security forces would cease or be restricted considerably. 23 For example, additional base entry points would not be opened for the convenience of the base population and pro-active law enforcement functions such as bike patrol, D.A.R.E, and Joint Drug Enforcement Team participation would be restricted significantly. 24 Finally, to mitigate the loss of response capability, Security Forces staff personnel would be armed when on duty. This is a current practice at some bases; this proposal will make it a mandatory practice.
The AEF Next also changes the deployment management mindset for Security
Forces. Using the Security Forces Flight as the basic building block adjusts the calculus from the many-base, many-squad process currently used, to fewer bases and fewer cohesive flights to build pre-identified Air Power Teams. However, the squadron headquarters UTCs will continue to be built from multiple bases, with the officers managed and deployed centrally; otherwise, some bases will be without a headquarters. Though this is not optimal, it is required to provide the balance between sustainable garrison security operations and deployed Security Forces operations.
The proposed restructuring of Security Forces and the adjusted operational concept provide the Security Forces Flight as the basic building block for both garrison and expeditionary capabilities. That flight is a cohesive team with built in leadership, and though the team is not at the squadron level, it is significantly improved over the current system.
The Analysis
Using the FAS (Feasibility, Acceptability, Suitability) test, the following analysis discusses whether the proposal is executable, whether it is acceptable, and whether it meets the requirements of the AEF Next. Reaction Group will deploy first with equipment, and regular APTs will follow and fall in on the equipment set. Regional Training Centers are already equipped for the training mission, and no additional home station equipment is needed to execute this proposal.
The force is managed within the constraints of current manning; it is trained utilizing existing resources; and it is equipped in the same manner as the existing force.
The feasibility of the proposal is also based on the assumption that deployment requirements will not rise to the combined OIF and OEF levels. The pre-9/11 deployment requirement for Security Forces was approximately 1500 Airmen. During OIF and OEF the number peaked at over 4500 Airmen. At a 1:1 dwell, this required a pool of over 9000 deployable Security Forces Airmen. Currently, the deployment requirement has dropped to just over 2600, and is expected to decrease again with the culmination of OEF. At these requirement levels, the 1:2 dwell or better is a reasonable assumption.
Second, is the proposal acceptable? At the Air Force level, the cost of this proposal is negligible. With no increase in manpower or equipment, the most significant change is how Security Forces Airmen are deployed. In the proposed structure, the Senior NCO, will work with the Airmen everyday while at home-station, in pre-deployment training, and while deployed. This meets the intent of teaming, and is a marked improvement over the current practice.
Organizing the squadron according to the proposal creates the opportunity for the Security Forces to finally to align with the rest of the Air Force. The squadron can operate indefinitely at a 1:2 dwell, and can provide tailored security according to the Wing Commander's risk acceptance. 25 This proposed change in organizational structure and mission execution is suitable to the needs of the AEF Next construct.
The proposed change to the operational concept is a presentable, sustainable Security Forces Flight which will be used to build Air Power Teams. The flight will have integral and consistent leadership, and will be a formed team throughout the entire deployment cycle. This is what the Air Force Chief of Staff directed.
In a future environment, perhaps one less fiscally constrained, the next evolution of the security forces could include additional officer and senior NCO leadership in each squadron, particularly in leading each flight. Additional officer and senior NCO billets will require a manpower validation, and re-positioning of any overage officer or senior NCO into the newly authorized billets. 26 
